Aggressive, unfailing adhesion that converts cleanly at industry-leading high speeds. Superior die-cutting and matrix stripping.

Mactac's InFusion® Hybrid Adhesive Systems has taken the labels and labeling industry to a new era of efficiency and production, maximizing through-put, improving the converting process and rendering other adhesive technologies, and everything else, history.
InFusion® Hybrid Adhesive Systems is Mactac's proprietary, hybrid adhesive system that offers excellent aggressive adhesion properties while converting cleanly at industry-setting high speeds. Developed through extensive field and lab testing, InFusion Hybrid Adhesive Systems blends adhesive and silicone chemistry for a unique, unprecedented formula that has impacted the industry and made history.

Available on a range of direct thermal and thermal transfer products, including paper and film, InFusion Hybrid Adhesive Systems continues to impact the marketplace as the only adhesive system that allows converters to increase through-put and lower costs without the downtime typically associated with matrix breaks and adhesive build-up. Its consistent performance encompasses a multitude of presses and die-cutters around the globe.

Backed by Mactac’s technology, InFusion Hybrid Adhesive Systems has supported new revenue streams and business growth despite market conditions, continuing to make and secure its place in history.

For more information on Mactac’s InFusion Hybrid Adhesive Systems or other high-quality products available from Mactac®, call 800-548-3456, e-mail Mactac.Americas@mactac.com or visit www.mactac.com/rolllabel.